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Chapterr 4

Alternativess to Contingent Valuation
"Faced"Faced with situations demanding resolution, critique remains a luxury if it
doesdoes not point clearly to alternatives." (Lowe et al., 1993, p. 101)

Inn the previous chapter we saw that the contingent valuation method (CVM) is very
popularr among valuation researchers. However, we also saw that the CVM has many
seriouss problems. This popularity of the CVM is not caused solely by its scientific
superiority,, but also by the strong and effective pr-offensive of the proponents. Be that
ass it may, critique alone does not get us any further if we want to solve environmental
problems.. Taking the above mentioned quote to heart, we will now review some other
valuationn methods that do not necessarily replace the CVM but complement it. These
methodss deal with part of the problems of the CVM. However, sometimes the
alternativee methods suffer from the same drawbacks that the CVM and other valuation
methodss suffer from (see the discussion on neoclassical assumptions about individual
behaviourr in chapter 2, section 2.1.2). Moreover, these methods have problems of their
own. .

4.11

Introduction

Inn this chapter, three alternative methods will be discussed, namely the conjoint
measurementt method, the welfare evaluation method and the well-being evaluation
method.. Before moving on to the discussion of these alternative methods, two issues
thatt apply to all three alternatives are addressed. The first issue is about the
measurementt of non-use values, the second one is about the direct way of questioning
inn CVM surveys.
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StatedStated preference methods and non-use values
Itt is important to notice that the conjoint measurement method, the welfare evaluation
methodd and the well-being evaluation method are full alternatives to the CVM, in the
sensee that all three methods are capable of measuring the total value of a good, and
nott just the use part of this value. Actually, in this respect all stated preference
methodss could serve as full alternatives to the CVM, because stated preference
methodss use hypothetical markets where all kinds of goods can be surveyed, and thus
alsoo goods that individuals do not have a user-relation with. This point was already
madee in section 3.3 in the previous chapter.
StrategicStrategic answers and cognitive stress
CVMM asks people directly for a monetary value for an environmental good. Because of
thiss direct way of questioning at least two problems arise, namely strategic answers
andd cognitive stress. The three alternative methods discussed in this chapter
outperformm the CVM on these two points.
Thee first problem is perhaps one of the most serious criticisms of the CVM. In a CVM
settingg very few incentives exist for people to express their true value. They are not
punishedd in any way if they do not express their true value but a value that is lower or
higher,, in an attempt to influence the provision or the price of a good. In other words,
posingg this kind of direct questions entails in all probability a severe strategic bias.
CVMM researchers claim that, by carefully constructing the survey, the potential for
strategicc bias can be minimized. But this potential for strategic bias is still very large
whenn compared to other, more 'veiled' questioning methods like the three alternatives
discussedd in this chapter.
Secondly,, it is extremely difficult for respondents to come up with an absolute
monetaryy value. This is particularly true for the decisions for which CVM techniques
aree most needed, which concern novel and abstract judgements and which depend on
aa lot of information. Although the CVM assumes that respondents have clear and predefinedd ideas about the worth and desirability of possible objects and events, it
appearss that most people do not have well-structured preferences (cf. chapter 2,
sectionn 2.1.2T). In that case, so much cognitive constriction and perseverance may
occurr that thought processes are disrupted and thinking becomes simplistic (Harris et
al.,, 1989). The CVM no longer gives reliable and valid results, since coming up with the
truee values takes too much effort. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that
people'ss information-processing and decision-making processes are not overburdened
andd that the questions are framed as easy as possible. The direct CVM question is
probablyy not satisfactory in this regard. By asking indirect questions (as with conjoint
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measurement,, welfare evaluation and well-being evaluation) the cognitive stress will
probablyy decline.

4.22 Conjoint Measurement
Conjointt measurement (CM) has been widely used in consumer market research and in
transportationn studies since the 1970s. For instance, when introducing a new product
thee producer is interested in the relative importance of attributes of that product, like
colour,, weight, technical specifications, package, price and so on, and not just in the
valuationn of the product as a whole. Green and Srinivasan (1978, p. 104) define
conjointt measurement as:
"any"any decompositional method that estimates the structure of a consumer's
preferencespreferences [...], given his or her overall evaluation of a set of alternatives
thatthat are prespecified in terms of levels of different attributes."
Thee typical CM question presents each respondent with a number of commodity
descriptionss or situations (called vignettes), that differ according to the attributes
described,, and survey respondents are then asked to rank and rate the desirability of
eachh vignette. The inclusion of price as one of the attributes allows for the derivation of
implicitt prices for each of the other attributes. Unlike the CVM, CM does not directly ask
forr a willingness to pay, but requires that respondents rank possible outcomes from
mostt preferred to least preferred, while several attributes of the good are varied. This
resultss in a relative value, in the sense that the expressed value depends upon the
otherr alternatives that have to be ranked.
Att least one important behavioural arguments exists in support of the decomposition of
preferencess by using CM (Louviere, 1996). This argument lies in the theory of
individuall behaviour, especially Lancaster's (1966) work, which assumes that a
consumer'ss utility for a good can be decomposed into utilities for separate attributes or
benefitss provided by that good.
CMM departs from the random utility maximization model, which admits for the fact that,
fromm a researcher's point of view, consumers do not always seem to choose what they
prefer,, and that some choices vary over choice occasions (McFadden, 1974). Suppose
thatt an individual has a vector of measured attributes s (like age, income and so on),
andd that he or she faces J vignettes, indexed ) = 1,..,J which are described by the
vectorr of attributes xs. The researcher can only explain part of the individual's
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behaviour,, namely the deterministic part V(s,x). The other part is stochastic and
includess the variations in choice that the researcher cannot explain (i(s,x)). The utility
modell is then defined as follows:

i'i' = v[s,x/) + 4 ^ - v , )
wheree e {s,xf) is a random term, the distribution of which depends on s and xt. The
explainablee component of choice, V(s,x), is specified by the researcher. Subsequently,
thee probability is modelled that an individual will choose a particular vignette J over the
otherr vignettes in the choice set. The analytical model to estimate these probabilities
forr a particular rank order is a rank-ordered logit model (Beggs et al., 1981).1 This
modell provides that set of parameter weights on the attributes which maximizes the
likelihoodd of realising that rank ordering. Provided that one of the attributes is a money
measure,, parameter weights can then be used to calculate the WTP for an attribute, as
willl be explained below. Because CM is based on the random utility maximization
model,, it is possible to come up with the exact welfare measures (viz. the
compensatingg variation or the equivalent variation), just as the CVM does.
Thee logit model of choice implies certain restrictions on individuals' choices and
preferences.. The most notable restriction is that choices must have the property of the
Independencee of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA). One implication of this property is that the
additionn or deletion of vignettes from the choice set does not affect the ratio of the
probabilitiess associated with any other combination of vignettes. McFadden (1974, p.
113)) provides the famous auto/bus example to illustrate the IIA assumption.
"Suppose"Suppose a population faces the alternatives of travel by auto and by
bus,bus, and two-thirds choose to use auto. Suppose now a second 'brand'
ofof bus travel is introduced that is in all essential respects the same as the
first.first. Intuitively, two-thirds of the population will still choose auto, and the
remainderremainder will split between the bus alternatives. However, if the
selectionselection probabilities satisfy IIA, only half the population will use auto
whenwhen the second bus is introduced."2
Onee approach to dealing with IIA is to redefine the choice set so that two or more
veryy close substitutes are modelled as one alternative. Another approach would be to
guaranteee the independence of the alternatives (vignettes) as much as possible, by
constructingg an approximately orthogonal set of vignettes. In short, this implies that
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thee vignettes in the choice set will have to differ as much as possible. This is
describedd in more detail below.
Anyway,, in the case of stated preferences the assumption of HA is not too restrictive
comparedd to revealed preferences. The reason lies in the fictitious nature of the
alternativess which are completely described by their stated attributes.
"Under"Under the usual assumption that the utility function is correctly specified
andand that, in particular, all relevant individual-specific

explanatory

variablesvariables are taken into account, this implies that the utilities generated
byby the alternatives do not correlate fora given individual." (Van Ophem et
al.,, 1999, p. 118)

Moree recently, CM has also been applied in environmental valuation studies. Indeed,
CMM is very suitable for the valuation of environmental goods, since these goods are
pre-eminentlyy goods with a multidimensional character. Table 4.1 below gives an
overvieww of valuation studies using CM. As is immediately obvious from the table, CM
encompassess a variety of multi-attribute preference elicitation techniques.
ChoiceChoice experiments
Choicee experiments differ from typical CM in that individuals are asked to choose what
theyy consider to be the best vignette from a set of vignettes, instead of ranking or rating
them.. These choices are then repeated for different sets of vignettes.
ConjointConjoint rating
Inn the conjoint rating approach respondents are shown a series of products or
programmess which they have to rate on a specified scale, for instance, from 1 to 10.
Thee researcher can deduce an ordering from these ratings. Sometimes, the products or
programmess are presented in pairs. In such a case of rated pairs, the respondent has
too indicate how much he or she prefers one product over the other by supplying a
rating. .
ContingentContingent ranking
Respondentss to a contingent ranking survey are asked to rank one series of vignettes
fromm least preferred to most preferred. The difference between ranking and rating is that
rankingg occurs relative to other vignettes, while rating does not. In a rating exercise, two
orr even all vignettes could receive the same score, which is not possible in a ranking
exercise. .
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TableTable 4.1: An overview of valuation studies using conjoint

measurement

Choicee experiments:
Adamowicz,, W., P. Boxall,
M.. Williams and J. Louviere
(1998). .

respondent has to make repeated choices between vignettes
Firstt application of conjoint methodology Respondentt has to choose
too estimate non-use values, i.e. WTP for fromm 8 sets of 3 vignettes
enhancingg the population of a threatened (77 attributes); n = 355.
speciess (the Caribou) Comparison of
resultss of CVM and choice experiments.
Boxall,, P.C., W.L. Adamowicz, Comparisonn of WTP results for mooseRespondentt has to choose
J.. Swait, M. Williams and J.
huntingg improvements from CVM and
fromm 16 sets of 3 vignettes
Louvieree (1996).
(66 attributes); n = 271.
choicee experiments.
Conjointt rating: respondent has to supply a rating for each vignette on a specified scale
Johnson,, F.R. and W.H.
Estimatingg environmental, health, and
Respondentt has to rate 26
employmentt effects of energy
pairss of 2 vignettes
Desvouges(1996). .
programmess with rated-pair surveys.
(99 attributes); n = 205.
Comparisonn of WTP results for morbidity Respondentt has to rate 5
Magat,, W.A., W.K. Viscusi
riskk reductions by making products (drain pairss of 2 vignettes
andd J. Huber(1988).
openerss DO and bleach B) safer based on (22 attributes);
rated-pairr comparison and CVM.
n D 00 - 168, nB =200.
Roe,, B , K.J. Boyle and M.F Valuationn of changes in Atlantic salmon Respondentt has to rate 4
fisheryy management. Comparison of four vignettess (6 attributes);
Teisll (1996).
differentt ratings-based functional forms.
nn = 456.
Contingentt ranking: respondent has to rank a series of x vignettes from least to most preferred
Respondentt has to rank 4
Desvouges,, W.H., V.K. Smith Comparisonn of alternative approaches,
amongg which contingent ranking and
andd M P . McGivney (1983).
vignettess (2 attributes);
CVM,, for estimating recreational and
nn = 213.
relatedd benefits of water quality
improvements. .
Lareau,, T.J. and D.A. Rae
Estimationn of the WTP for diesel-vehicle
Respondentt has to rank 4
odourr reductions
vignettess (3 attributes);
(1989) )
nn = 140.
Valuationn of improving the visibility at
Rae,, D.A. (1983).
Respondentt to MS survey
Mesaa Verde (MS) and Great Smoky (GS) hass to rank 8 vignettes (13
Nationall Parks,
attributes);; n MS = 205.
Respondentt to GS survey
hass to rank 8 vignettes (14
attributes);; n GS = 213.
Pairedd comparison: choose the most preferred vignette of several sets of two vignettes
Lockwood,, M. (1998).
Valuee assessment of the preservation of
Respondentt has to choose
thee Mountain Pygmy-possum, and ways to thee best vignette from a set
integratee values that are incompatible with off 168 pairs (2 attributes);
economicc theory (e.g., noncompensatory nn = 95.
benefitss derived from the existence of the
animal). .
Peterson,, G. L. and T.C.
WTAA estimation of 6 public goods, with
Respondentt has to choose
Brownn (1998).
emphasiss on evaluation of the transitivity thee best vignette from a set
assumptionn and the reliability of paired
off 155 pairs (consisting of
comparisonn responses.
twoo vignettes describing
privatee goods, public goods
andd sums of money);
nn = 130.
Combinationn of conjoint rating, contingent ranking and paired comparison
Mackenzie,, J. (1993).
Estimationn of the WTP for waterfowl
Respondentt has to comhuntingg trips. A comparison of the
paree and rate four vignettes
informationall efficiency of the following
andd compare the six pairs
conjointt measurement methods: conjoint consistingg of these 4
rating,, contingent ranking and two paired vignettess (6 attributes);
nn = 652.
comparisonn methods.
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PairedPaired comparison
Usingg the paired comparison method, the set of vignettes is presented to the
respondentt in pairs, and he or she has to choose the most preferred vignette in each
pair.. In most cases, only two of the attributes of the paired vignettes differ. This is very
similarr to the dichotomous question format of the CVM. However, in contrast to the onestepp elicitation procedure of the CVM, the paired comparison approach asks each
subjectt to make a series of comparisons between vignettes. Consequently, the
informationall efficiency of the paired comparison method is much higher than that of the
dichotomouss CVM variant: the respondents' yes or no answers merely identify the
upperr and lower bounds on their underlying values.
CombinationCombination of conjoint measurement methods
Mackenziee (1993; shown in the last row of table 4.1) compared the informational
efficienciess of all these conjoint measurement methods. He concludes (p. 602) that
thee informational efficiency is higher for both the rating and the ranking methods as
opposedd to the paired comparison methods. The use of rating or ranking methods
leadss to gains in estimation efficiency, which yield significantly narrower confidence
intervalss on derived WTP measures. Furthermore, the informational efficiency of the
ratingg method is even higher than that of the ranking method. This is logical, since
ratingg questions permit the survey respondent to express preference intensities as
welll as preference order.

4.2.14.2.1 Conjoint Measurement as used in this Thesis
CMM as used in the research described in this thesis differs from the ones described
abovee and shown in table 4.1 in that it combines ranking and rating tasks but does not
includee paired comparisons.3 The above mentioned Mackenzie results in terms of
informationall efficiency support this choice for rating and ranking methods. Our method
iss composed of the following three steps: constructing of the vignettes, administering
thee survey, and analysing the results (Baarsma, 1997a).
Firstt of all, the vignettes have to be constructed. Vignettes are cards that describe
fictitiouss but not unreal situations. Constructing the vignettes entails the determination of
thee different attributes of the good undervaluation. These attributes are supposed to be
variabless in the utility function of the respondents. To facilitate monetary valuation, one
off the attributes has to be a sum of money, or a price tag. Subsequently, the possible
valuess of the attributes have to be filled in. The choice of the attributes and their
accompanyingg values are based on literature, meetings with specialists on the subject,
andd pre-test sessions with focus groups. The choice of the values of the attributes is
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alsoo determined by the fact that the set of vignettes has to be approximately orthogonal.
Orthogonality,, as defined in this context, means that the explanatory variables are
variedd to the largest possible extent. For a strong correlation between these variables
wouldd imply that they would always explain the same part of the dependent variable,
and,, consequently, the dependent variable would only be partly explained.
Byy varying the values of the attributes, a very large number of different vignettes can be
putt together. However, not all of these vignettes represent plausible situations. By
excludingg very rare situations and logically or actually inconsistent vignettes, the
ultimatee choice-set of the vignettes is created. Depending on the subject of the survey
andd on the population involved, the researcher should be careful not to include too
manyy vignettes (Freeman, 1993; Prince etal., 1991).
Ann example of a vignette in the case of noise nuisance in the surroundings of an airport
iss given in figure 4.1. If the aim of the study is to estimate the WTP for a reduction in
noisee nuisance, the monetary attribute could indicate the insulation costs for people
livingg in the neighbourhood of the airport. On the other hand, if one wants to estimate
thee willingness to accept the current level of noise nuisance, the monetary attribute in
thee vignette could be a one-time or periodical premium, paid by the airport authorities
and/orr airline companies. Figure 4.1 represents this last case.

FigureFigure 4.1: Example of a vignette
Vignettee j
Levell of noise nuisance
Howw often do you experience noise nuisance
Wheree do you experience noise nuisance
Whenn do you experience noise nuisance
Whatt activities are disturbed chiefly
Degreee of noise insulation in the house
Compensatingg payment per year

200 units*
66 times per 24hrs
indoors s
fromm 23.00 till 6.00
sleeping/resting g
veryy good
ƒ1,000 0

** These units differ internationally. The Dutch unit is termed Ku (cf. chapter 6).

Afterr the vignettes have been constructed, the survey can be held. In the survey as
proposedd in this thesis, the conjoint measurement tasks are three-fold. First, the
respondentt has to rank a set of, for instance, 4 vignettes. Secondly, he or she has to
givee each of the 4 vignettes a report mark, i.e., from 1 to 10. Finally, the respondent
iss asked to state whether he or she thinks that the vignettes are acceptable, i.e.,
wouldd they really pay for the situation portrayed in the vignettes 1 to 4. Provided that
onee of the attributes is a monetary value, it is possible to deduce prices for other
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attributess from the rank order and/or acceptability of the vignettes stated by the
respondents.. Moreover, the relative importance of the attributes can be traced.
Thee purpose of asking three questions instead of one, is that the respondent is forced
too reconsider his or her rank order when asked to mark each vignette, and again to
reconsiderr his or her ranks and marks when asked the acceptability question. Each
timee the respondent answers a question, the previous answer is viewed in a different
context.. This increases the reliability of the answers. Moreover, the three answers can
bee compared and inconsistencies between the answers can be eliminated from the
sample.. For instance, the ratings have to imply the same rank ordering as the ranking
question.. Or, to name another example, if the vignette ranked second is deemed
unacceptable,, it is impossible that the vignette ranked third is deemed acceptable. The
acceptabilityy question is included also in order to reduce the hypothetical setting of the
survey,, or in other words, to make the survey more realistic. People may ask
themselvess questions like "would I actually pay for this good?" or "is this situation
acceptablee to me?".
Thee last step in a CM study is the analysis of the results. Due to the indirect way of
questioning,, the analysis is statistically more demanding than the rather simple
analysess in CVM studies, where prices are elicited directly.
Thee analysis of the rank orderings is based on the random utility maximization model,
whichh states that the probability of ranking a particular vignette highest is equal to the
probabilityy that this vignette yields the highest level of utility to the respondent. In
general,, researchers use a rank-ordered logit model to specify the indirect utility
functionn U (Beggs et al., 1981; Hausman and Ruud, 1987). This function consists of a
deterministicc part V and a stochastic part e. Respondent /' (/ = 1,..,N) has a vector of
measuredd attributes s, and he or she faces J vignettes indexed ƒ = 1....J, which are
describedd by the vector of attributes x;. The utility model is then defined as follows:

UjjUjj = Vij + £ij = V< Si

Xij) " £,j = ZtJP-

£v

Fromm the survey results, the researcher knows the various rank orderings of the
respondents,, for instance:
Ui>U:>-->Uj Ui>U:>-->Uj
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Thee stochastic terms cn are assumed to be independently and identically Weibull
distributeddistributed (McFadden, 1974, p. 111). The probability of a particular rank order can
thenn be described by (Beggs et al., 1981, p. 6):
i-,

JJ

Pr[UPr[Ull>U:>....>Uj]>U:>....>Uj]

=U

j

k-i k-i

Wee then substitute Z ^ f o r V,j, where Z,y is a combination of s, and xn. The parameters /?
representt the effects of the attributes of the vignettes and the effects of the personal
characteristicss on utility (if at least one interaction term of s, and x^ is included).
Subsequently,, if the index of the alternative ranked j t h is denoted by rp the probability of
observingg the rank ordering for a particular individual i, R, = (o,..,

, rj), is (Beggs et

al.,, 1981, p. 7; Hausman and Ruud, 1987, p. 86):

Z,r/3

J-IJ-I

Pr[RPr[Rii]] = PrfUn>U„>....>UrJ]

= Yl ƒ

'

*=/ /

Thee parameters /?are estimated using a maximum likelihood procedure. For a sample
off N individuals the log-likelihood function is:

// = /

i=lj

=l

i=l j

1

k=j

Too analyse the report marks we apply an ordered logit model (e.g., Maddala, 1992).
Thee answers to the acceptability question are analysed using a logit model, as the
variablee acceptability can only take two values (0 if the vignette is not acceptable, and
11 if the vignette is acceptable).
Thee CM method can estimate welfare measures like the compensating or equivalent
variationn (Desvouges et al., 1983). For instance, the compensating variation
correspondss to that change in income that will keep the level of utility constant while
changingg the environmental quality. Imagine the example presented above in figure
4.11 of the noise nuisance in the surroundings of an airport. Suppose the deterministic
partt of the utility function is specified as follows, with Vas income and C as monetary
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compensation,, with an interaction term of a personal characteristic X and noise
nuisancee N, and with P variables Sp describing various other personal characteristics:

PP=\

=\

Noww imagine an increase in the noise nuisance (8N > 0). The question is then: how
muchh should someone receive as compensation (C > 0) in order to stay at the same
levell of utility (dV = 0)? Departing from the utility function specified and estimated
above,, it is now possible to state the WTA for an increase in N.

dC=dC= - ^ - - — c W
aa
Pi

4.2.24.2.2 Advantages of Conjoint Measurement over the CVM
Thee indirect way of questioning in the CM approach has many advantages over the
CVMM approach. These advantages relate to strategic behaviour, protest voters,
cognitivee stress, embedding effects, information requirements and overestimation.
Thee potential for strategic behaviour declines by asking respondents to express
relativee rankings or ratings instead of absolute values, because respondents do not
focuss their attention solely on the monetary attribute of the valuation question but also
concentratee on the trade-off between different attributes of the good under valuation. In
short,, the monetary valuation component is more veiled in CM surveys.
Moreover,, because of the veiled monetary valuation component, the number of protest
voterss will be lower in a CM survey. Protest voters are typically respondents who are
nott willing to pay anything since they oppose to the concept of having to pay for an
environmental,, and thus often public, good. By naming the monetary value as one of
manyy attributes of the good, protest voters are probably less aroused.
Thirdly,, by asking indirect questions the cognitive stress will decline, since it is easier
(lesss stressful) to respond in terms of relative values than in terms of absolute values.
Rankingg methods are based on the conjecture that a ranking procedure is easier for
peoplee to handle conceptually when faced with the situation of putting a money value
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onn a non-market good, relative to the procedure involved in contingent valuation
(Freeman,, 1993). The reason is that individuals are more likely to be capable of
orderingg hypothetical combinations of environmental amenities and fees than to be
ablee to directly express their WTP for any specific change in these amenities. An
examplee in support of this conjecture is provided by Green and Srinivasan (1978), who
foundd that ranked data are likely to be more reliable. Furthermore, Lareau and Rae
(1989)) and Hausman and Ruud (1987) showed that respondents can provide
consistentt and stable rankings.
AA fourth advantage of CM over the CVM is the fact that a CM question format may
provokee less embedding effects. Embedding effects occur when people cannot or will
nott differentiate between different scales of the good under valuation. Consequently,
thee valuation for good A is the same as that for good B which includes good A. One of
thee causes for embedding effects is the fact that the sequence in which (close)
substitutess are valued matters because the marginal utility of a good diminishes (cf.
chapterr 3, section 3.4.1). Since respondents to CM surveys are explicitly reminded of
alternativee situations which could be treated as substitutes, the potential for embedding
effectss declines compared to the CVM setting, where only one situation is valued.
AA fifth advantage relates to the fact that CM relies less than the CVM on the accuracy
andd completeness of the characteristics and features used to describe the situation
(Boxalll et al., 1996). In a CVM survey, respondents are required to answer a
questionn which involves paying for the improved good or service. A problem with this
CVMM approach is its reliance on the accuracy of the information, and that any errors
inn the information discovered after the fact (e.g., if the alternative turns out to be
technicallyy infeasible) cannot be changed. Moreover, it is unlikely that the one
alternativee selected for the CVM study is the lowest-costs alternative (Mathews et al.,
1995).. The CM approach, however, relies on the representation of a choice situation
(ratherr than the specific change in the good or service), using an array of attributes.
Therefore,, rather than being questioned in detail about a single alternative, as in
CVMM analysis, subjects are questioned about a sample of alternatives drawn from
thee universe of possible alternatives of that type. For example, in the famous Exxon
Valdezz survey (cf. chapter 3, section 3.3) the respondents only heard about an escort
shipp programme that would prevent future similar oil spills. However, this programme
mayy not have been realistic to these respondents. Nevertheless, in the CVM survey
thee respondents did not get the opportunity to consider any other restoration or
preventionn options.
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AA sixth advantage of CM over the CVM is the fact that the indirect questions probably
entailentail less overestimation. Probably, since the evidence on this point is not unanimous.
Boxalll et al. (1996) find that CM leads to less overestimation, while Magat et al. (1988)
findd the opposite and Desvouges et al. (1983) find no difference whatsoever between
CVMM and CM results.
Boxalll et al. (1996) compared the WTP results from a CVM and a CM (choice
experiments)) study. The study focuses on moose-hunting improvements in 15 different
areass in the US. They found the CVM estimate to be 20 times higher than the CM
estimate,, and they also found the CM estimate to be similar to the welfare measures
derivedd from parallel revealed preference analyses of the actual trips the same hunters
tookk in 1992. The 20 times higher estimate of the CVM is rather strange, given the fact
thatt the respondents (hunters with a licence) were all familiar with the good (moose
hunting),, and that the two methods were administered to the same sample of
individuals.individuals. The researchers propose the following explanation: the CVM respondents
mayy have ignored substitution possibilities among various hunting sites, since the CVM
questionn only deals with one site. On the other hand, respondents to the CM survey
aree forced to think in terms of substitute sites, because they are asked to choose
betweenn various sites.
Magatt et al. (1988) also compare the WTP results from a CVM and a CM (conjoint
rating)) study. Their research involves the valuation of morbidity risk reduction by
makingg bleach and liquid drain openers safer. Their average CVM valuation is 58%
lowerr than the average CM valuation. According to the researchers, the CM format
yieldss higher estimates because the non-iterative CVM approach may create
incentivess for respondents to state values below their true valuations. For instance, the
CVMM respondents did not get an opportunity to revise their bids, while in reality they
aree more accustomed to bargaining (that is: bidding and revising these bids) to
purchasee a given good at a lower price. It is interesting to note that both CM and the
CVMM produce large values of morbidity risk reduction in comparison to estimates
derivedd from revealed preference methods (hedonic wage).
Desvougess et al. (1983) studied the valuations for water quality in the Monongahela
riverr in the US. They compare option prices obtained from a CVM and a CM
(contingentt ranking) study, and found that the CVM and CM results move in the
samee direction across individuals, where the CM results do not significantly differ
fromm the CVM results. However, the authors warn that the similarity of the two results
mayy have been caused by the fact that the same survey asked for both CVM and CM
estimates. .
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ConcludingConcluding remarks

Apartt from the advantages of CM listed above, CM also has some disadvantages.
However,, since CM has not been used very often in environmental valuation studies,
thee criticism is somewhat weak when compared to the criticism of the CVM.
Onee disadvantage, which was already mentioned, is the fact that the analysis of
indirectt CM responses is more laborious than the analysis of direct CVM responses.
Moreover,, the information obtained from indirect questions concerns ordinal measures
off the WTP, unlike the cardinal measures obtained by the CVM. Thus, a CM study
requiress a larger sample than does a CVM study (Hanley and Spash, 1993). Finally, the
constructionn of the vignettes is more time-consuming and more complicated than is the
specificationn of the rather simple CVM question, with only a monetary value and one
otherr attribute. Also, the fact that a set of vignettes should be approximately orthogonal,
complicatess the construction of the survey.
Furthermore,, CM is expected to suffer from some of the same drawbacks that the
CVMM suffers from. After all, CM, like the CVM, elicits stated preferences under
hypotheticall conditions. It does not employ any actual behaviour or market
transactions.. Therefore, researchers should be aware of all kinds of biases that
typicallyy occur in stated preference surveys, like sampling bias, compliance bias,
informationn bias and payment vehicle bias.
Somee of the researchers who use CM are very optimistic about the possibilities of
CMCM as an alternative to the CVM (i.e., Adamowicz et al., 1998; Mathews et al, 1995).
Onn the other hand, there are other CM researchers who are sceptical about the
possibilitiess of replacing the CVM by CM (i.e., Roe et al., 1996). This thesis aims at
wideningg the methodological scope, where it is shown that other methods than CVM
aree interesting alternatives.

4.33

Welfare Evaluation Method

Anotherr stated preference method that can be used to put a monetary value on
environmentall goods is the welfare evaluation method. This is one of the methods
appliedd in the research that underlies this thesis (viz. the Schiphol study), but in this
particularr Schiphol study the effects are not plausible and/or not significant.
Therefore,, they are only limitedly included in chapter 6 (appendix A). However, since
thee welfare evaluation method does constitute an alternative to the CVM, the method
iss nevertheless reviewed here.
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Thee welfare evaluation method was introduced by Van Praag (1971) and was further
developedd by a group of researchers at the University of Leyden in the Netherlands,
includingg Van Praag and Kapteyn (1973). The empirical base of the welfare
evaluationn method is the income evaluation question, which relates the valuation of
incomee to six verbal labels. From this attitude question, an interpersonally
comparablee individual welfare or utility concept can be constructed. It is implicitly
assumedd that individual income can be used as the most important criterion for
welfare,, and that the valuation of income is an index for utility. The income evaluation
questionn runs as follows:

Whichh monthly after-tax household income would you, in your circumstances,
considerr to be very bad? Bad? Insufficient7 Sufficient? Good 7 Very good?
II would consider about ƒ.... .... per month to be very bad
II would consider about ƒ.... .... per month to be bad
II would consider about ƒ.... .... per month to be insufficient
II would consider about ƒ....

perr month to be sufficient

II would consider about ƒ......... per month to be good
II would consider about ƒ.. .

perr month to be very good

Thee six answers of individual / (/' =1,..,N) to this question are denoted by ckh where k
standss for the verbal labels "very bad" to "very good" {k =1

6). A basic assumption of

thee welfare evaluation method is that respondents associate more or less the same
feelingg of welfare to such a verbal label. The implication of this assumption is that
interpersonall comparisons are possible.
Thee responses to the income evaluation question vary between individuals. It follows
thatt there is no uniform opinion on what is a 'very good' income, a 'good' income, et
cetera.. This does not indicate, however, that the verbal labels represent different
thingss to different people. The log-mean and the variance of these six answers are
definedd as the welfare parameters n and a 2 (dropping the individual-specific index for
thee sake of simplicity).
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Thee number of levels {k) is mostly fixed at six since, in practice, having six levels works
ratherr well, in the sense that people are willing and able to answer (Van Praag, 1993).
Inn the first publication in 1971, when investigating the welfare evaluation method on
Belgiann data, 10 levels were used, and in 1973 when investigating the welfare
evaluationn method in The Netherlands, 9 levels were used. Recently, five or four levels
havee been used as well.
Thee next step is to translate these verbal labels into an interval scale. It is assumed that
thee numerical distance between two subsequent levels is equal, viz. 2 / i 2 . This is called
thee equal interval assumption (Van Praag, 1971 and 1994). The numerical values for
eachh c-level are presented in table 4.2.

TableTable 4.2: Translating verbal labels in numerical values
Verball label

Numericall value

c,, = very bad
V12 2
3
c22 = bad
/12 2
c 3 == insufficient
"In "In
7
c44 = sufficient
/,2 2
9
c55 = good
/,2 2
c66 = very good
%%
33 related to c x = (2x-1)/12
Inn general: numerical valu<

Thee assumptions made here, i.e., the equal interval assumption and the assumption
thatt the verbal labels have the same meaning to all respondents, are not
unreasonable.. The latter assumption is actually the cornerstone of a language
community,, that is, language should mean or is assumed to mean the same to each
memberr of that community. The equal interval assumption is also used on a large
scalee in our community, for instance when translating school results. Moreover,
experimentss conducted by Van Praag and his colleagues (described in Van Praag,
1994),, verify the two assumptions. Besides these facts and experiments, if we want to
applyy the utility function approach for intrapersonal and interpersonal welfare
comparisons,, we will have to accept some unproven assumptions as a matter of
workingg convention.
Thee numerical translation enables us to specify a utility function U,(ck)=U{ck,s,). where s,
standss for an individual parameter vector S, like the current income position of the
individuall (yc) and family size (fs). An example of a specification that resulted in very
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goodd and stable outcomes for most Western European countries (Van Praag and
Plug,, 1995), is:
fj.fj. = fl0 + /?, In ƒ5 + /? ; In .vf
Thee parameter p2 represents the fact that people adjust their norms about what they
considerr to be a good or bad income when their own situation changes. More
specifically,, if the current household income increases, the income level that is
consideredd good, will also rise. This is referred to as preference drift (Van Praag,
1971). .
Thee specification of U proposed by the researchers who worked with the welfare
evaluationn method, is the lognormal specification. Also, these researchers propose to
lookk at relative income differences rather than absolute differences. Relative
differencess are studied most easily by looking at the logarithm of the answers. For
instance,, /u is the mean of the logarithmic answers [ln(ct), ... ,ln(c6)], a is the standard
deviationn of the logarithmic answers about their mean /A and the variables yc and fs are
introducedd in the model as lnyc and Infe. Van Herwaarden and Kapteyn (1981) found
thatt the lognormal and the logarithmic specifications fitted best among 12 different
possibilities.. The resulting welfare or utility level U, corresponding to income position y,
iss the following utility function, the so-called individual welfare function of income:4

[

/ ( v ; , c , / S ) = . v ( ^ ; 0 . l )) = , v ( h ^ / i » - P ^ t z h

ln

^;0,l)

Byy substituting yc for y, equivalence scales can be constructed. Such an equivalence
scalee indicates by how much the household income should rise, if the family size
increases,, keeping utility constant. For instance, if the reference situation is denoted by
fsfs11 and y1 and the after-change situation is denoted by fs2 and y2, the corresponding
compensatingg change in income can then be derived from:

u({\u({\ - J32 )ln v i - p0 - ƒ?, In ƒ51 )= b\{\ - p2 )ln y2

lnn v£2 - In vj - r ^ 1 — , (in fs2

/? 0 - A In fs2

-\nfsX)

Notee that /?,/(1-/72) represents the shadow price elasticity of extra household
members. .
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Iff a plausible cardinalisation of utility is applied, such that welfare differences
betweenn levels are equalised (welfare evaluation of income y = % below that income
inn the social reference group), a cardinal welfare measure is found that is useful for
normativee intra- and interpersonal welfare comparisons (Van Praag, 1993, pp. 383384). .
Thiss methodology can be applied to the valuation of other goods besides income
positionn or family size. By including other variables in S, like environmental goods
andd services, the shadow price of these variables can be found. Unlike conjoint
measurement,, the welfare evaluation method has not yet been widely used in
environmentall studies. There are only two studies using welfare evaluation in an
environmentall good context. Van Praag (1988) and Frijters and Van Praag (1998)
estimatee equivalence scales for different climatic conditions in Europe and Russia,
respectively. .
Thee welfare evaluation method is an indirect method, since it does not directly ask for a
WTP.. The good that is being valued by the respondent is the income position.
Subsequently,, the researcher estimates the relation between other variables, like noise
nuisance,, and the evaluation of the income position. Using the estimated equation, the
correspondingg income change necessary to compensate for a change in the
environmentall effect can then be calculated. Compared to the conjoint measurement
typee of questions, the income evaluation question is even more veiling and,
consequently,, even more likely to reduce strategic behaviour. In fact, the respondent to
thee income evaluation question does not even know which good is under
consideration,, whereas the conjoint measurement respondent does know, as the good
andd monetary values are shown in the vignettes.

4.44

Well-Being Evaluation Method

Thee well-being evaluation method is a stated preference method, just like contingent
valuation,, conjoint measurement and welfare evaluation. The well-being evaluation
methodd resembles the welfare evaluation method, except for the fact that it measures a
broaderr concept than welfare, namely well-being or happiness. Welfare is that part of
lifee that has to do with money, it corresponds to the notion of satisfaction with one's
financiall situation. Welfare is captured by a utility function U. Well-being or happiness,
onn the other hand, refers to satisfaction with life as a whole. Different scientific
interpretationss of happiness exist. For instance, "happiness is an overall evaluation
mademade by the individual in accounting all his pleasant and unpleasant affective
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experiencesexperiences in the recent past", or, "happiness is a lasting, complete and justified
satisfactionsatisfaction with life" (various references in: Hagenaars and Wunderink-van Veen,
1989,, pp. 376-377).
Onee of the possible ways to empirically evaluate well-being, is through the ladder-oflifee question devised by Cantril (1965). The question was later further developed into
thee well-being evaluation method by Plug and Van Praag (1995), Van Praag and Plug
(1998),, Frijters and Van Praag (1998) and Van Praag and Baarsma (1999). Since the
methodd has only recently been applied for the first time, the debate on the pros and
conss of the method has not yet started.
Thee methodological problem which Cantril faced in his study was essentially "that of
devisingdevising some means to get an overall picture of the reality worlds in which people
lived,lived, a picture expressed in their own terms" (p. 21). Cantril found the solution to this
problemm and called it the 'Self-Anchoring Striving Scale'. It is called self-anchoring, as
thee respondent defines the worst (lowest) and the best (highest) step of the ladder
himselff or herself. For instance, in the first question Cantril asks the respondent to
definee the highest step: "if you imagine your future in the best possible light, what would
youryour life look like then, if you are to be happy? " (p. 23). In the same way he lets the
respondentt define the lowest step of the ladder of life. After these introductory
questions,, the actual evaluation-of-life question is posed. It is worded as follows:

10 0

Heree is a picture of a ladder, representing the ladder

99

off life. Suppose we say the top of the ladder (step

88

10)) represents the best possible life for you, and

77

thee bottom (step 0) represents the worst possible

66

lifee for you.

55
44
33

Wheree on the ladder do you feel you

22

personallyy stand at the present time?

11
00

Pleasee mark the appropriate step.

Wee will only use this particular ladder question in our research, and will refer to it as the
Cantrill question. However, the complete Cantril question encompasses more questions
thann the two introductory questions and this ladder question. In addition to these, Cantril
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alsoo asks respondents to state where they stood on the ladder five years ago, and
wheree they expect themselves to be five years from now. Moreover, he then repeats all
off the above mentioned questions in terms of the respondent's country (i.e., "Where on
thethe ladder would you put your country?" (p. 24)).
Thee answers to the Cantril question (that is, to the one question that we apply) are
denotedd by W. Subsequently, W is related to various variables x: W = W(x). It is
assumedd that the experienced happiness scores are interpersonally comparable.5 In
otherr words, it is assumed that respondents positioning themselves on the same step
off the ladder of life, experience the same level of well-being. This does not mean that a
ratingg of, say, 6 given by one person, indicates the same thing as a 6 given by another
person.. For instance:
"an"an American who gives himself a rating of 6 for the present may be
projectingprojecting a standard of living for himself that will include enough money
toto own a boat and send his four children to private preparatory school,
whereaswhereas the wife of a Havana worker who gives herself the same rating
willwill say that her aspiration is to have enough food and clothes so that
theythey don't have to beg for things." (Cantril, 1965, p. 25)
Iff it is assumed that well-being is interpersonally comparable by means of the Cantril
question,, then the question arises whether it is a cardinal measure. If it is a cardinal
measure,, then the jump in happiness from step 2 to 4 has to be equal to the jump
fromm step 4 to 6. Van Praag (1994) shows that this is a reasonable assumption.
Sincee there is no means to test this assumption, it stays as an unproven assumption.
However,, does it matter in the perspective of an empirical study whether the
measuree is ordinal or cardinal? In an empirical study, the main interest is in the tradeofff between a change in the provision or quality of some good z and a change in net
monthlyy income y. Now, if we look at another ordinal specification of well-being, say,
W*W* = S(W(z, y)), where Sis a monotonically increasing function, it is obvious that if
lV{:lV{: + k:,y + Ay)=\V{z,y)
then n
W*{zW*{z + AT, v + Av)=[J'*(r. v)
Hence,, the conclusion is that it is not necessary to assume cardinality to derive tradeofff ratios and we do not have to make a statement on the cardinal nature of the
Cantrill well-being measure either. It is only interpersonal comparability that matters.
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RelatingRelating W to various variables
Althoughh well-being may have a vague connotation to it, in the sense that it is not a
hardd piece of information, it is possible to relate well-being to objective and measurable
variables,, like income yc, family size fs and other variables included in s. Let W* be a
positivee monotonie transformation of the Cantril answers W.

W*W*

=W*[\\.,fs,s)

Plugg and Van Praag (1995) and Plug (1997) applied the well-being evaluation method
too estimate family equivalence scales. They found that the W* equation depends on a
muchh richer set of variables than the one found by the welfare equation on the basis of
thee income equivalence question discussed in the previous section.6
Byy including environmental goods and services in variable s, a monetary valuation of
changess in these goods and services can be estimated. For instance, let us take the
casee of noise nuisance N, where the current level of N and yc is denoted by the
superscriptt 1 and the after-change level by 2. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed
thatt there is no interaction between yc, N and other variables. The change in income
thatt keeps the level of well-being constant for a given change in the level of noise
nuisancenuisance is then defined by:

W*{yW*{yllcc,N,Nll,s)=W*[\j,N,s)=W*[\j,N22,s) ,s)
Inn vc2 - In yJ = - ^ - (in ,V 2 - In N[)

AA similar line of reasoning is used in chapter 6 of this thesis, when the results are
discussedd of a study in which the well-being evaluation method is used to estimate the
monetaryy value of aircraft noise nuisance. The only other application I know of the wellbeingg evaluation method to the valuation of environmental goods, is the climate
changee study of Frijters and Van Praag (1998) with Russian data, as already
mentionedd in the previous section.
Thee well-being evaluation method is an indirect valuation method, just like conjoint
measurementt and welfare evaluation. The good that is being valued by the respondent
iss the quality of his or her life. This evaluation is then transformed into a well-being
functionn W that is similar to the utility function U, but takes into account more aspects
off life. Because of the indirect way of questioning, the potential for strategic behaviour
iss small compared to the direct method of contingent valuation. Furthermore, the
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Cantrill question is more veiling than are conjoint measurement and welfare evaluation,
becausee the respondent does not have a clue that something is valued in monetary
terms,, nor does he or she have a clue as to what good is being valued.

4.55

Closure

Heree ends the theoretical part of this thesis. Chapter 2 reviewed the neoclassical basis
off monetary valuation methods and discussed the problems with the neoclassical
assumptionss of individual behaviour. Despite the critique, it is very important to notice
that,, if it is our purpose to establish monetary values or prices on environmental goods,
wee simply cannot get around certain elements of the neoclassical theory, because
monetaryy valuation methods are based on part of this theory. Chapter 2 also looked at
twoo other approaches to monetary valuation of the environment, viz. institutional and
ecologicall economics, in order to place monetary valuation in a wider perspective.
Chapterr 3 was specifically aimed at introducing and debating the pros and cons of the
contingentt valuation method, which is by far the most well-known monetary valuation
methodd for environmental goods. It became obvious that this method is not troublefree,, to use an understatement. Therefore, in chapter 4, three alternative valuation
methodss were reviewed that can serve as complements to contingent valuation.
However,, we do not pretend to be complete with the introduction of these alternative
methods.. Besides the three alternatives included in this chapter, other appropriate
alternativee methods exist, like for instance allocation games and the priority evaluator
technique.. In order to be a little less incomplete, these two methods will be described
heree very briefly.
Allocationn games and the closely related priority evaluator technique ask respondents
too allocate a fixed budget (e.g., their own income, or 100 points) among a specified set
off budget categories, including the environmental asset of interest, substitutes for it,
andd market goods. These methods allow little possibility for strategic bias or for
embeddingg effects, because the total budget is fixed and respondents are explicitly
requiredd to consider the full range of possible allocations (Baarsma, 1997a). One
methodologicall problem with these methods is that, generally, they do not require
respondentss to make clear declarations of their willingness to give up a specified
amountt of money in order to receive the amenity in question. Just because someone
allocatess a fixed budget among different categories, it does not follow that he or she is
willingg to actually pay the amount allocated to a particular category. This is the major
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reasonn why allocation games and the priority evaluator technique were not explicitly
includedd in this chapter.
Anyhow,, here ends the theoretical part of this thesis. It is now time to empirically test
thee various valuation methods discussed. In chapter 5, the CVM and the conjoint
measurementt method are compared in the Uburg study, and in chapter 6 the wellbeingg evaluation method and the conjoint measurement method are used in the
Schipholl study.
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Endnotes s
11

In earlier applications of CM, mainly for marketing purposes to predict customer reaction to new
productss and services, other analytical models than the choice-probability based models were used
(Greenn and Srinivasan, 1990). For instance, methods which assume that the dependent variable is
ordinallyy scaled {i.e., paired comparisons or rank order) include MONANOVA, and methods which
assumee that the dependent variable is measured on a rating scale (assuming approximately interval
scalee properties) include OLS regression.

22

Before the change in transportation modes, the probabilities were: Pr(auto)= 2 / 3 and Pr(bus)=V 3 . After
thee change, the odds ratios from the original choice set are unchanged according to IIA;
Pr{bus1)== U, Pr(bus2)= 1 / 4 and Pr(autoJ=V2 Obviously, the probability of choosing bus is still half the
probabilityy of choosing auto: (V3)/(2/3)= l2 before the change, and (V 4 )/( 1 / z )= 1 / 2 after the change.

33

Van Beek (1993), Van Beek et al. (1996) and Van Praag et al. (1996) also used this kind of conjoint
measurement,, with rank ordering, marking and acceptability questions.

44

Actually, the cardinality assumption is not necessary here, and [lny-/;]/<r may be viewed as the
relevantt welfare index (Van Praag, 1993).

55

Most economists are sceptical on the measurability and interpersonal comparability of well-being In
ourr sister disciplines of psychology and sociology, but also in health economics, this scepticism is
nott shared. However, an analysis in terms of a function of well-being does not lead to anything, if we
doo not define an empirical analogue. Also see chapter 6 section 6.6.

66

Among other things, family size squared, an interaction term of family size and income, and a dummy
forr two breadwinners, sex, religion, health, and work are included.

